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FUTURE STUDIES IS ABOUT:

• Understanding the forces and trends that 
shape the future…..

• Creating a new desirable future



• Through both, it is our intention to make 
sensible decisions about the future…

• Thereby creating and measuring  of the future , 
but on a scientific base …

• Understanding the world and making it a better 
future

• Bringing awareness of looking at aspects 
holistically and differently….

• Eliminating uncertainty about work and time 
that is yet to come …..



AS FUTURISTS:

• We attempt to influence Decision Makers 
through means and ways to:

 Deal with CONSTANT change

 Survive that change

 Thrive and  prosper for that change



3 QUESTIONS WE ASK :

• What is really going on in the big wide world?

• So what?

• Now what?



THE INTELLIGENCE CAR…..



Defining Future Technologies

New technologies that are currently developing

or will be developed over the next five to ten
years, and which will substantially alter the
business and social environment.

EMERGING

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES NEAR

A technology that is still immature
but promises to deliver significant
value, or that has some technical

maturity but still has relatively few
users.

AR FUTURE

MID TECHNOLOGIES

FUTURE



Primary Drivers : New Automotive Technologies
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The Ultimate Car in the Near Future will be …









Intelligent Mobility



Safety and Drive Assist Systems



Human - Machine Interfaces

Remote Controlled Parking Emergency Stop Assist

On-board WiFi Enjoyable Rear Seat Interactions

Eco-Mode

Voice Input Controls



Augmented Reality

Car firms are increasingly

looking to give drivers

enhanced, or augmented
reality (AR) that adds
extra information ranging

from directions to social
media feeds to the view
through the windscreen -

and it is designed to make

the roads more secure for
all of us.



Networked Mobility - V2V & V2I



Urban Mobility Vehicles

It is estimated that by 2030, urban areas will be
home to more than 60 percent of the world’s eight
billion people.
OEMs are in the race for developing  single-
passenger vehicles for Urban Personal Mobility
solutions.



MIT ‘City Car’ : HIRIKO 2014

The CityCar concept was designed as
an all-electric four-wheel ultra-small
vehicle (USV) for two passengers, and
drive-by-wire driver interface.
Each wheel is independently digitally
controlled, with its own wheel motor,
allowing for turning on a 0-degree turn
radius, giving the vehicle more precise

maneuverability. This feature allows for
performing sideways motions
for parallel parking .
The CityCar was designed with a

collapsible frame that enables the
vehicle to fold up for compact parking,
making possible to stack 4 CityCars in
the length of a traditional parking bay.



Energy Sources for Advanced Technology Vehicles



Digital Age

Transportation System

In a sense, formerly clear lines—between

humans and machines, between

ownership and non ownership, between

goods and services—will blur when

information generated and used

interchangeably by people and machines

becomes ubiquitous.

The transportation system of the future

will be built on collaboration among
neighbours, communities, governments,

and traffic managers on everything from

traffic planning to signal timing to

commute planning.



The Future of Urban Mobility: Scenario 1



The Future of Urban Mobility: Scenario 2



The Future of Urban Mobility: Scenario 3



Towards Sustainability













SAIC Yez 2030

The Yez concept will photosynthesize,
absorbing carbon dioxide from surrounding air
and emitting oxygen back into the atmosphere.

Among the many futuristic aspects of the Yez is
a roof that incorporates solar panels and
wheels that incorporate small wind turbines to
harvest energy from the environment.



VOLVO : Batteries in Composite Body Panels

Volvo is developing a special composite material consisting of
carbon fiber and polymer resin which will be -

capable of storing and discharging electrical energy
holding enough charge for 81 miles of electric driving
and will recharge faster than the conventional EV batteries

used today.



Solar Body Panel Concept Cars

Italdesign Giugiaro
Quaranta Concept

Koenigsegg Quant Concept

Smart Forvision
Concept

Peugeot Shoo
Concept



Toyota Fun Vii Concept

The Fun Vii Concept (Vehicle
interactive internet) expresses
Toyota’s vision of a future where
people, cars and society are linked together.

The main feature of the vehicle is
the Smart-Glass body surface used
as a display area that shows custom
colors, graphics and messages -
selected by the owner through a
smartphone app.



A car, a smartphone, an
entertainment console: Toyota Fun
Vii Concept Car is designed  to
produce the ultimate driving

experience.

Among the technological highlights
are a “navigation concierge”
providing guidance through a vocal
interface; and the ability to link V2V

and V2I, allowing it to detect

potentially hazardous situations.



















Context
As the digital impact increases and new business models emerge, the

world of connected cars, trucks and other vehicles will undergo significant
changes and how this is manifested, is of interest to many.



Looking Forwards
Organisations increasingly want to identify and understand

both the anticipated and unexpected changes
so that they can be better prepared for the future.



Intelligent Highways
Mesh networks and ubiquious mobile connections
deliver automated highways to improve safety,

increase capacity and reduce congestion.



Autonomous Vehicles
Led by urban delivery pods and long distance trucks,
the rise of automatically driven vehicles leads to the

reinvention of the travel experience around infotainment.



Smart Cars
Every vehicle has thousands of sensor-connected computers
that collective provide the intelligent car able to monitor

itself, its environment and its passengers.



Declining Cost of Ownership
Increased competition, system efficiency and more open

pricing leads to a net decline in the ongoing cost of ownership
of a vehicle purchase.



Pervasive Leasing
Driven by a combination of sustainability, new business model
and convenience factors, leasing becomes the predominant

mode of vehicle access for all: By the hour, day or year.



Electric Car Services
The growth in electric vehicles brings with it the advent of a

completely new service experience with remote software uploads,
super-fast diagnosis and plug-and-play component swap.



Automated Trucks
Autonomous and driverless trucks are now starting to have impact. The vision
of long-distance platoons of trucks all running on intelligent highways without

drivers has been a topic for some years... but the reality is not far away.



Predictive Remote Maintenance
F1 and satellite technology is applied at scale enabling car

manufacturers to continuously monitor vehicles, diagnose
any future faults in advance and remotely update software.



Drive Thru Servicing
With pre-arrival diagnosis the norm, drivers opt to take their
vehicles to locations able to do a full service in 30 minutes

while they have a coffee, relax and browse the net.



Uninformed Customers
As efficiency improves and automation grows, drivers are

ignorant of how vehicles work and, especially in fast growing
economies, unaware of anything under the bonnet.



The Fourth Space
As traditional tasks become more automated and Time is freed up, the

ability to do other activities within the vehicle environment is embraced by all
- it enables the car to be as producIve as home or work spaces.



Insuring the System
As cars no longer crash and nothing is stolen, vehicle insurance shies
from the individual and their car to whole fleets and, ultimately, the

entire system. This significantly changes how risk is managed and shared.



Optimal Experience
Demand growth will be driven by new data apps, device types and connected
objects all sharing the same network. Every user - human, machine or object -
will expect a personalised and consistent experience across all touch points.



Perfectly Informed Consumers
Better information of cost, quality, benefit and availability
enables consumers to set the right price for products and

services and buyers pay sellers what they want.



Transparent Pricing
Consumers, supply chains and regulators share information
openly and force manufacturers and retailers to be more

transparent about costs and accountable for errors.



Everything Connected
By 2025, >50 billion objects and >1 trillion sensors will be connected to

networks - many of which are mobile. These generate diverse use-cases from
multi-cast / broadcast of live video feeds across multiple areas of application.



Access Not Ownership
Rising sustainability imperatives and increasing

cost of ownership all ship the balance from
ownership to access and we prefer to rent than buy.



Value of Data
There is undoubtedly a huge economic incentive to generate and collect data
from whatever sources it becomes available. As more data from more things
becomes available, we can expect to see a data “land grab” by organisations.



A Data Marketplace
Data is a currency, it has a value and a price, and therefore requires a
market place. An ecosystem for trading data is emerging and anything

that is information is represented in a new data marketplace.



Better Storage
Improvements in battery and hydrogen energy storage make renewable energy
more reliable and so accelerate electric vehicle growth and support greater
distributed generation. This has the potential to enable a behaviour change.



5G Era
The 5G era encompasses GPS mobile broadband but evolves to an
opImsied architecture that integrates mulIple fixed and wireless

networks and supports flexible spectrum usage with high spectral efficiency.



Cognitive Networks
In using big-data analytics and machine learning, networks become cognitive

enough to operate themselves at the most optimal cost - while understanding
user’s needs and automatically delivering the best experience in real-time.



FOOD FOR THOUGHT TOWARDS 2050:

• 2016 is the year that traditional Petrol/Diesel 
Powered Autos will start the decline with Electric 
Automobiles and Hybrids making the move towards 
taking up most of the stack….

• The Flying Car Era have already began with the 
concept of flying drones….

• By 2020 we will see an industry being built up 
around highly connected and self-illuminating 
highways or “glow roads”….



• Transportation technology is about to move ahead 
more rapidly in the coming years with the advent of 
2 new technologies – Frictionless Vehicles and 
Binary power….

• Around 2030 we will see the commercialisation of 
the first friction – free- no-moving-parts flying 
vehicles….



BINARY POWER:

• The friction-free-no-moving-parts vehicles will run on what we 
call “binary power”. Binary Power is the concept where two 
otherwise harmless beams of energy will intersect at some point 
in space creating a source of power.

• To better explain Binary  Power, think in terms of two invisible 
beams intersecting in a room and the point at which they 
intersect is a glowing point of light….

• Yes, Binary Power will eventually replace all light bulbs. And least 
you think it can only be used for intense forms of power, it will 
also be used to create “points” of sound, elimination the need to 
speakers and headphones….



2050 AND THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY:

• With power being beamed in, the cost, weight and 
manufacturing complexity of these vehicles will be 
greatly reduced. For this reason the industry will go 
through a very rapid conversion leaving the mechanical 
masterpieces we know as cars today destined for the 
scrap heap…..

• By 2050, because  of automation, far fewer pieces and 
with greatly reduced complexity ,the average 
manufacturing time for a vehicle will be less than one 
hour……



• By 2050, the cost of the average vehicle will be under 
R 75 000.00 in today’s Rands….

• By 2050, because of the use of automated navigation 
systems, traffic fines and courts will be a distant 
memory….

• Once the Flying Car Industry takes off , there will be a 
gradual decaying of the existing highway system…

• Eventually highways will go away, starting around 
2070



2050 AND THE POWER INDUSTRY:

• The power that drives vehicles will be a transition 
from Oil to Electric and later to Binary Power. Electric 
vehicles will start to force major market inroads 
around 2016 onwards, because of improved battery 
technologies and because of the fact that the electric 
infrastructure is starting to already be in place for 
rapid “refueling”

• Hydrogen will make some inroads ,but will not 
become anything more than a niche industry…



• By 2050 oil and gas will remain plentiful as demand drops 
precipitously with the emergence of alternative sources. 
Oil and gas will remain as an energy source, but will only 
be used in niche industries….

• By 2050 the automotive industry will make a near-
complete transition to binary power as a principle source 
of vehicular power….

• By 2050 space-based power stations ( Indirect Fushion
Reactors) will be operational, supplying a significant 
percentage of the world’s power needs….

• By 2050 nearly all light bulbs will have disappeared, 
replaced with binary power creating points of light in 
space….



IN CONCLUSION:

• The future of transportation will be derived by strong 
desires for personal freedom and people’s need to 
gain control over lifestyles that are moving faster and 
faster….

• Our goal at NMMU Business School was to help 
stimulate thinking and hopefully make it controversial 
enough to cause these topics to be debated

• While we did manage to turn our “crystal ball” on high 
beam for this exercise, there are many optional paths 
that we could potentially go down, to cause a different 
outcome…..



PLEASE TAKE SOME TIME TO CHALLENGE OUR 
ASSUMPTIONS,  AND LET US KNOW WHAT YOU 

THINK PLEASE…..

THANK YOU


